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> 
Productivity
> Image to text - Text scanner



Image to text - Text scanner is a productivity app developed by EclixTech.
The APK has been available since August 2021.
In the last 30 days, the app was downloaded
about 10 thousand times.
It's ranked in the top 500.
It's rated 4.43 out of 5 stars, based on 2.9 thousand ratings.
The last update of the app was on February 14, 2024.
Image to text - Text scanner has a content rating "Everyone".
Image to text - Text scanner has an APK download size of 23.84 MB and the latest version
available
is 1.0.202.
Designed for Android version 5.0+.
Image to text - Text scanner is FREE to download.
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Image to text - Text scanner




1.0.202


EclixTech








 4.43



2,924 reviews



100,000+

Downloads



Free





Text scanner extract text from images & OCR scanner with image to text convertor
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About Image to text - Text scanner



Image to text - Text scanner is a productivity app developed
by EclixTech.
The APK has been available since August 2021.
In the last 30 days, the app was downloaded
about 10 thousand times.


It's ranked in the top 500.


It's rated 4.43 out of 5 stars, based on 2.9 thousand ratings.
The last update of the app was on February 14, 2024.
Image to text - Text scanner has a content rating
"Everyone".


Image to text - Text scanner has an APK download size of 23.84 MB and the latest version
available
is 1.0.202.
Designed for Android version 5.0+.
Image to text - Text scanner is FREE to download.



Description



Image to Text - OCR Text Scanner

Show more







More data about Image to text - Text scanner

	Price	Free to download

	Total downloads	260 thousand

	Recent downloads	10 thousand

	Rating	4.43 based on 2.9 thousand ratings

	Ranking	Medium ranked

	Version	1.0.202

	APK size	23.8 MB

	Number of libraries	13

	Designed for Android	5.0+

	Suitable for	Everyone

	Ads	Contains ads







Alternatives for the Image to text - Text scanner app
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OCR Text Scanner- Extract Text
netroz



3.4 




Free

10,000+
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Image to Text - Text Scanner
Enzipe Apps



4.3 




Free

100,000+
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Image To Text
Codify Apps



4.3 




Free

100+
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Text Extractor:image to text
Palmmob Inc.



3.7 




Free

100,000+
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OCR image to text: OCR Scanner
Falcon Analyist



4.9 




Free

50+
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Image to Text - OCR Extractor
Sparx Developer



4.9 




Free

10+
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OCR Image to Text: OCR Photo
StackApps99



4.9 




Free

1,000+
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Bongo Scanner - scan text, pdf
Enamel BD



4.4 




Free

100,000+







More from
EclixTech
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Age Calculator - Date of Birth
EclixTech



4.3 




Free

1,000,000+
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Pregnancy Calculator: Due Date
EclixTech



4.6 




Free

1,000,000+
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Unit Converter and Calculator
EclixTech



4.0 




Free

500,000+
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PDF Converter, PDF to Word
EclixTech



3.6 




Free

100,000+
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TDEE Calculator Calorie Count
EclixTech



3.6 




Free

100,000+
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Integral Calculator with Steps
EclixTech



3.3 




Free

100,000+
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Percentage Calculator of Marks
EclixTech



0.0 




Free

50,000+
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How old do I look - Face scan
EclixTech



3.8 




Free

50,000+











Google Play Rating history and histogram
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Downloads over time






Image to text - Text scanner has been downloaded 260 thousand times.
Over the past 30 days, it averaged 350 downloads per day.






Changelog



Show changelog






Developer information for EclixTech




EclixTech




ukomrt@gmail.com





Website



Faisalabad, Pakistan





Are you the developer of this app? Join us for free to see more information about your app and learn how we can help you promote and earn money with your app.



I'm the developer of this app







Share and embed

 Share

 Embed


Comments on Image to text - Text scanner for Android



★★★★★
Text scanner Most beautiful "Image to Text" app I've ever used. Ads are a bit annoying, but not too bad. It reads the words and correctly puts them into text. But I don't know why it doesn't have Kurdish Sorani Language for translation. Can you add Kurdish Sorani? Thank you for everything And I have sent this app to all my relatives and friends


★★★★★
Very good app for image to text scanner high accuracy for scan text 🙏


★★☆☆☆
You came scan only page in other language without subscription. Can even give a proper trial.also you can't edit any mistake and the app is full of ads.


★★☆☆☆
Poor English..... So much spelling mistake... Needs to improve.....cmt from software engineer😀😀😀😀


★★☆☆☆
It's good averagely, but the contradiction comes on limitations


★★☆☆☆
Worst experience after subscription the multiple images option is worse not detecting proper text




Google Play Rankings





Top rankings



	Rank	Country	Category	List
	159	Slovakia	Productivity	Top Grossing





 Show all market rankings
 Show competitors






Ranking history in Slovakia









AppBrain offers valuable information about your app and those of your competitors. Join AppBrain for free and claim this app to view more ranking data, view history etc.



I'm the developer of this app











Technologies used by Image to text - Text scanner


Image to text - Text scanner is requesting 17 permissions and is using 14 libraries.
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AppBrain Intelligence premium content



Subscribe now to get full and unlimited access to AppBrain Intelligence.
You'll have access to:


	Unlimited pageviews (both app and developer details)
	Recent install count per app (last 30 days)
	Detailed ranking data per app
	Recent install count per developer (last 30 days)
	Full timeline per developer
	Device market shares data per country




1 Month





$75/mo


(billed every month)



SAVE 0%








Subscribe









3 Months





$65/mo


($195 billed every 3 months)



SAVE 13%








Subscribe









1 Year





$57.50/mo


($690 billed every year)



SAVE 23%








Subscribe








Each subscription will automatically renew 3 days before the expiration date for
the same time period. Subscriptions can be cancelled at any time before the renewal.
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